Supplementary Information
The RMSF values for phosphorus atoms have been highlighted in figure (b) with green and blue dots for I empty and I AuNP respectively. The RMSF values for I AuNP is lesser than I empty in both the cases.
Eigenvalues and Principle Component Analysis.
Principal component analysis has been performed on phosphorus atoms to identify the major modes of motion in dynamics of DNA nanostructure. It is observed from the analysis of the eigenvalues of the coordinate covariance matrix that first eigenvector accounts for the 38% and 47% of the total motion in case of I empty and I AuNP respectively. Since the sum of the eigenvalues is analogues of the total motion of the system, the fraction the eigenvalue to the trace (sum of eigenvalues) of matix gives the contribution to the motion. Figure 6 (a)Time evolution of the radius of gyration, R g , of the DNA icosahedron. (b) Solvent accessible surface area, SASA, of all the atoms of icosahedral DNA using LCPO method with probe radius 1.4 Å. The analysis shows that the structures maintain icosahedral geometry during the course of simulation and also highlights the cargo bearing capability of the DNA icosahedron.
Conjugation of Folic Acid to DNA Icosahedron.
Folic acid (FA) has been used as a biological tag to study the endocytic pathways of cargo loaded DNA icosahedron. In order to probe the microscopic details of folate ligands to DNA icosahedron, we have come up with the atomistic model of the structure. First, we optimize the deprotonated pdb structure of FA using Gaussian09 2 . Here, we find the wave-function of atomic orbitals via Hartree-Fock first principle calculations using 6/31G basis set to get the optimized structure (shown in figure S8 b). The partial atomic charges for the atoms of folate residue were calculated using restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) approach 3 . We have used the GAFF 4 parameters to describe bonded and non-bonded interactions among FA atoms. These parameters have been generated using the antichamber module in AMBER programming suit 5 . Following the standard MD protocol, as mentioned in the simulation methodology section, we minimize and then equilibrate the FA molecule through 50 ns production run. We took the structure of the folate residue after this MD simulation to conjugate into DNA icosahedron. Prior to this conjugation, we equilibrate the structures of DNA icosahedron for 50 ns with explicit ions and water. We slightly modify the bases of DNA at some sites with amine group to attach the FA residues to icosahedron in xleap 5 . We chose the 7 sites to attach the FA residues into one particular edge of DNA icosahedron to compare the experimental results from Bhatia et al.(Bhatia et al.,Nat. Nanotech. in press) The system is charge neutralized with Na+ ions and additionally 12 Mg2+ and 24 Cl-ions are added for the junction stabilities. We solvate the charge neutralized DNA icosahedron into an octahedral TIP3P water box ensuring 10 Å solvent shell around solute. We perform a series of energy minimization steps to remove the bad contacts in the system. The system is gradually heated up to 300 K temperature with weak harmonic restraints (20 kcal/mol/Å 2 ) to DNA and folate residues. Further, the system was equilibrated using NPT ensemble to attain the desired density. This is followed by 60 ns production run with no harmonic restraints to the system. We use 1 fs time step to integrate the equation of motion with 1ps -1 time constant for temperature coupling with heat bath in Berendson thermostat. We use particle mess Ewald molecular dynamics (PMEMD) approach integrated with AMBER programming environment to calculate the long range electrostatic interaction in MD simulation with periodic boundary conditions. Figure S8 (a) shows the snapshot of the structure at the end of the simulation, the folate residues has been highlighted in sphere representation while the DNA strands are shown in the surface representation. The structure of folic acid has shown in the figure S8 (b). Figure S8 (c) shows the time evolution of RMSD with respect to initially energy minimized structure. We observed the dynamics and interaction of FA molecules in conjugation to DNA icosahedron. After some deviation from initial structure, the folate conjugated DNA icosahedron (I FA ) takes a thermodynamically stable configuration. 
